Welcome DOC Skate : the electric skateboard by Nilox
Ride the electric wave with the Nilox board,
with a maximum speed of 15 km/h and battery life of 25km
Nilox (www.nilox.com) introduces DOC Skate, the electric skateboard from the Italian sports technology
brand of the Esprinet Group.
DOC Skate is the latest must-have accessory, following the great success of DOC Hoverboard, which
achieved top place in the Balance Scooters market in Italy. It’s a unique, super-fun device, combining
street design with innovative technology. And thanks to a gyroscope, accelerometer, and algorithm for
their combined use, DOC SKATE offers the rider an impression of “floating” on the surface, of “surfing” on
an electric wave.
With DOC Skate you can choose between two different modes: Slow mode, recommended for entry-level
users, gives you a maximum speed of 6 km/h in 3 seconds. Speed mode, recommended for the pro users,
reaches a maximum speed of 15 Km/h in 5 seconds. DOC Skate recharges in just 2.5 hours and guarantees
a battery life of 25 Km.
DOC Skate is completely controlled by a small remote-control which lets you select the direction
(forward/reverse,) accelerate, by moving the control stick forwards, or brake, by moving the control stick
backwards.
Stable and easy to carry thanks to its integrated handle, DOC SKATE is available in three different
versions: wood/blue, wood/black, and Plus total black with Bluetooth connectivity. In addition Nilox has
created a completely new app, NILOX DOC, compatible with the Skate and other Bluetooth products in the
electric range (the Hoverboard DOC+ OFF ROAD and the scooter DOC PRO). Thanks to the app you can
keep track of your routes, speed, and favourite places and share your exciting adventures on DOC+ SKATE
with your friends.
DOC Skate completes the wide range of Nilox electric mobility products, which includes the best-seller
DOC Hoverboard, its evolution DOC Offroad and the innovative electric scooter DOC PRO. Moreover, Nilox
is one of the top selling brands in Europe in the Action Cam market.

About Nilox:
Nilox (www.nilox.com) is the sport technology brand of the Esprinet Group. Thanks to ongoing investments in
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Italy, Spain, Germany, France, UK, Czech Republic and Middle East.
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